SoniCord™
POWER FAILURE
ALARM CORD

For monitoring:
air pumps, chillers, CO2 systems, filters, heaters, lighting, ozonizers, skimmers, water pumps, water conditioners, wavemakers and household appliances such as refrigerators, freezers, sump pumps, and more...

The SoniCord is a unique 17-inch cord with a built-in power failure alarm.

SoniCord is designed to monitor 120V accessories for accidental cord disconnect, circuit breaker failure or power outage. The SoniCord is perfect for monitoring the electrical accessories for fish, reptile and avian habitats. When the power to any of these is lost for any reason, including circuit breaker nuisance tripping, a loud 80dB signal will sound.

Simply plug the SoniCord into any 120V outlet and plug the appliance to be monitored into the SoniCord. Use the hook and loop straps to hold the appliance plug into the SoniCord.

The SoniCord is rated at 15A at 120VAC. FOR INDOOR USE ONLY.
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